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WATER PARKS & SPLASH PARKS
BRINING FUN TO KIDS ALL OVER AUSTRALIA

We’re proud to say we have installed Splash Parks in most remote communities of Far North Queensland.
These parks have not only provided a safe area for children to escape the heat and crocodiles but also
have had a positive impact with several health benefits.
Our Water Park and Splash Park expertise has taken us all over Australia, building for luxury holiday
locations in NSW and VIC and for local council public facilities in QLD from Brisbane to the Tip of Australia.
The satisfaction of seeing the children enjoy the water slides, large tipping buckets of water and the
endless interactive water play fun is definitely rewarding at the completion of the job.
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LUXURY DESIGN & CONSTRUCT OF
CONCRETE SWIMMING POOLS
DELIVERING PURE LUXURY

Our experience has taught us that customers are searching for unique pool designs to
integrate seamlessly with the home and lifestyle. We tailor each project to our customers’
needs and budget and explore all avenues to deliver a Lifestyle Pool people have come to
expect from us. We only install the highest quality proven finishes and reputable equipment
from our trusted suppliers, warranted by us.
Led by director Rick May each project is completed with discipline to the highest standard
and is built in accordance with our “completion on customer satisfaction” policy. Working with
Australia’s brightest engineers allows us to take on your projects in the most difficult sites
whether it be overhanging a cliff, on a building roof top or a luxury indoor pool. Our multidisciplinary team allows us to run the project from the pool and landscape design stage all
the way through to regular pool maintenance years after the completion of a project. Our
high customer return rate and a portfolio of immaculate projects is a testament to our team
and philosophy of pure customer satisfaction.
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RESORT POOLS, PUBLIC POOLS AND
AQUATIC CENTRES
EXPERIENCE IS WHAT COUNTS

You won’t find a more dedicated team with experience in delivering quality aquatic projects
ranging from public Olympic pools to multi-functional aquatic centres. Some of our past
projects have required full refurbishments of historical facilities to meet Heritage listings strict
guidelines.
Kirratech teams know how to deliver quality projects, in a timely and professional manner.
With our team of industry trained professionals, we have expanded from Cairns North
Queensland to now delivering aquatic projects nationally. From major Australian cities to the
remotest areas in Australia. No location too far or landscape too difficult.
Our portfolio of completed projects show innovation and problem solving for complex design
issues bringing state of the art aquatic centres to life. Hydro-therapy pools, hotel and resort
pools, public and school pools as well as major refurbishments are all within our scope of
expertise.
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REFURBISHMENTS
Here at Kirratech we specialise in a range of refurbishments both major and minor. Ranging
from leak detection, to full refurbishments. Our dedicated team promises to deliver flawless
repairs in a timely and professional manner EVERYTIME.

TYPE OF REFURBISHMENTS
LEAK DETECTION AND REPAIRS
We are the leak specialist and qualified to do all repairs.

ACID WASH
An acid wash can bring your pool surface to life

SKIMMER BOX REPLACEMENT
Whether it’s minor or major we can cut and replace the whole skimmer box and match your
coping to suit.

CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT AND RUST REPAIRS
If your steel reinforcement begins to rust, we can fix both the structural and aesthetic
damage.

TITLE BAND AND COPING
Tile band and coping is the key to modernising your pool for less

CORE DRILLING AND RETURNS
Adding an extra return outlet can help to achieve a constant and even water flow.

FULL POOL SHELL REFURBISHMENTS
Our team of high skilled professionals can transform a dated pool area into a modern
masterpiece, something your proud to show off

www.kirratechlifestylepools.com.au
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ABOUT US
Proud to be Cairns largest commercial swimming pool builders. We specialise in
designing unique luxury swimming pools as well as state of the art large scale
aquatic centres.
The owner Rick May is constantly pushing the boundaries with the latest hydraulic
design and technology in order to deliver an easy maintenance swimming pool,
giving customers a true luxury product. Kirratech Lifestyle Pools are well known for
constructing quality commercial projects including Fina approved 50m and 25m
pools for several of Australia’s local councils.
Our diversely skilled team also design and construct Water Parks and Splash
Parks/Pads across Australia including remote indigenous communities.

“Our growth has primarily stemmed from word-of-mouth
recommendations. We’re proud to say our loyal
customers have often built pools with us more than
once. That’s the 100% satisfaction we will always leave
our customers with”
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MEET THE TEAM
Director – Rick May

Hey, I’m Rick May, I am born and raised in Cairns and have been a part of the pool industry
for over 30 years. After becoming the director of Kirratech Lifestyle Pools in 2000 I’ve
expanded and developed Kirratech to the large-scale commercial construction business it is
today.
I have a strong belief that attention to detail is the key to success and a job completion
hinges on the customer being satisfied.
Business Director by day drag racer and car fanatic by night. If I’m not racing for Mayhem
Drag Team, I’m out on the lake or quad riding with my mates.
“Business can be a battle, but when you learn to stop fighting and focus on maintaining and
forming relationships business becomes more about the people you interact with and
achieving satisfaction from the completion of a project and less about monetary values” –
Rick May
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Business Manager – Nikki May
Hi, I’m Nikki May, I’m a born and raised Brissy girl, but I have
been living in the Cairns district for over 25 years. I have
recently taken over the responsibility of Business Manager for
Kirratech. With 30 plus years’ experience in business
administration some might say I’ve been preparing for this
role for a while.
In my spare time I enjoy tapping into my creative roots which
can range from fashion design to interior artistic expression.
I am grateful to work with a team full of such great comradery.
If I could make one suggestion it would be to implement a
‘bring your dog to work’ day.

Administration Director - Nikita
Zammataro
Hey, I’m Nikita, I was born and raised in Mossman to a large
Italian family with 3 brothers, so communicating with males has
been a skill I have developed from a young age. I’ve had
extensive experience in accounts management as I began
working for my family business in Mossman, Zammataro
Plumbing at a young age and let’s just say I’ve picked up some
tricks of the trade along the way.
After a long day’s work, the best thing is coming home to my
little pug Quad. If Nikki petitioned to have “bring your dog to
work day” let’s just say I wouldn’t hesitate to sign it.

Maintenance Manager - Jeff Colyer
Hey, I’m Jeff, I’m a homegrown Cairns boy, and the longest
employed member of Kirratech. I’ve been part of the team for
over 20 years. My role has developed and expanded over the
years to now being the Electrical technician and Maintenance
Workshop Manager. I’m known to be Mr allrounder, from
complicated pol equipment installation to Saturday morning in
the showroom.
I love going camping, fossicking and surfing but most of all I
love spending time with my two beautiful daughters.
I believe that the true test of a man's character is what he does
when no one is watching.
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Construction Manager - Bryan
Wattingham
Hey, I’m Bryan, my role is to manage and run our
commercial projects along with the directions of Rick. I most
recently managed the Tobruk Memorial Baths Townsville
redevelopment.
I enjoy metal detecting and driving my old Mitsubishi Triton.
The boys say I come up with some interesting theories and
ideas but hey sometimes they even work, which is a bonus. I
think I could have been a crusty demons rider in my past life
because the fact that I haven’t broken any limbs on a bike
must be a natural born talent.

Construction Supervisor - Mitchell Hall
Hey, I’m Mitch, I have been living on the Atherton Tablelands
and Cairns my entire life and have been working with Rick
and the boys for almost 7 years. I started as a concreter in
the construction team but over the years I transitioned to a
construction supervisor where I now manages a range of
staff and tasks.
I love focusing on developing my fitness as it allows me to
tackle new physical challenges and go on adventures to
some amazing natural wonders of North Queensland.
Though on a nice clear day there's nothing better than taking
my road bike for a spin.

Pool Builder - Rangi
Hey, I’m Rangi, I'm a pool building all-rounder. Throughout a
project, it's likely that I will be involved in pretty much all
stages from concreting to tiling and even the equipment
clean-up at the end. Pool building is in my veins. When we
aren’t doing projects, you will find me at our warehouse in
Cairns prepping for the next challenge.
When I'm not at work I enjoy cracking a cold one with the
boys, fishing and spending time with my young fellas. This
crew is my family away from home, I’m super lucky they are
such a good group of blokes.
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WHAT REALLY MATTERS
The Kirratech Lifestyle Pools difference

Experience the Kirratech reputation for excellence. Receive a pool built with design
sensibility, quality construction and on time completion. Our mission is to provide you
with a memorable pool building journey where you receive regular communication,
personalised service and peace of mind knowing you’re dealing with the best in the
business. It’s just what we do.

RECENT PROJECTS
-

Kiama Holiday Park
Yarrawonga Holiday Park
Aurukun Splash Park
Pormpuraaw Splash Park
Napranum Splash Park
Mapoon Splash Park
Normanton Splash Park
Karumba Aquatic Centre

-

Cooktown Splash Park
Mission Beach Aquatic Centre
Sandgate Aquatic Centre
Townsville Tobruk Pool
Mt Mulligan Lodge
Haddad Residence
The Ville Townsville Casino
Spinal Life Hydrotherapy Pool
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OVERVIEW
CONSTRUCTION AND TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
Commercial pool and aquatic facilities construction
Commercial splash pads and water parks installation
Domestic and Commercial aquatic design and construct
Pump, chlorinator and filter installation and repairs
Computerized pool water chemical analysis
Regular pool servicing and maintenance
The installation, programing, and maintenance of a large range of computerized control
systems
Pool resurfacing and structural renovations
Warranty repairs for large range of pool products and brands

CHEMICAL EXPERTISE
We have a highly skilled team who specialize in chemical balancing and treatments for
both pools and spas.
We have 26-year experience in treating and testing commercial and residential aquatic
facilities.
Rick is a trained chemical technician and has conducted chemical training workshops
across Queensland.

SERVICE EXPERTISE
We are the largest commercial swimming pool service company in FNQ
We provide service and repairs to remote areas including Thursday Island, Bamaga,
Karumba, Carpentaria Shire and Ethridge Shire. As well as the entire Cairns regional
district

www.kirratechlifestylepools.com.au
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MISSON STATEMENT
The Kirratech Brand’s mission is to design and build state of the art aquatic facilities and
to deliver an experience that our clients enjoy. We love what we do, and we want the
journey of building your aquatic facility to be rewarding.
Here at Kirratech we value integrity, customer experience, teamwork and quality.
Therefore, we strive to ensure that each project is not only done to the highest standard
but that the customer is satisfied with the product and their experience.
We recognise every single client is a future positive reference. Our business is directly
shaped on the input we receive from our customers.
No location is too remote, and no site is to difficult. We have a proven track record of
building on difficult terrain and in some of the remotest locations in Australia. So, no
matter the projects’ location we can and will deliver.
After the completion of a project our service doesn’t stop there, we also offer regular
maintenance plans and have an experienced team dedicated to maintenance and
repairs with all leading brands of equipment.

CONTACT OUR DIRECTOR RICK MAY
Phone: 0411 694 434
Email: rick@kirratech.com.au
Address: 1/39 Cannon Street, Manunda, QLD

CONTACT OUR OFFICE
Phone: 4053 7400
Email: info@kirratech.com.au
Address: 1/39 Cannon Street, Manunda, QLD
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